
BIBLICAL HISTORY: A BETTER THEORY

Traditional
Plan A:

Better Plan B:

     (replaces old)
  or Create        Reconcile         Re-create

God and Creation Only God is good. Though God holds humans
“God began creating distinct, God in Christ put accountable; makes
everything;” he created on created flesh: “He who everything new. His
humans, gave them knew no sin was made dwelling place is w/
life, responsibility, the sin for us that we might renewed humans;
whole creation for be made God’s right- he will dwell w/them 
their domain, they sin eousness in him” (2 Cor & they w/him forever!
& die, from 1st to last 5:17; Jn 1:14, 3:16; Heb (Rev 20-22; 1 Cor 15;
(Gen 1-3; Ps 115; 1:2-3; Phil 2:5-8, etc.) Eph 1:23, etc.)
Rom 3-5, etc.); God is 
distinct, not the same 
(Col 1:17; 1 Cor 15:27; 
Rom 11:36, etc.).

Salvation History (Plan A): The traditional theory of ‘salvation history’ portrays biblical events/
history somewhat more from a human point of view, inadvertently sustains the idea that (the 
first?) humans ruined God's creation that was originally perfect in a platonic Ideal sense (untrue) 
and 'fell', and so have been sinners ever since (a 'flaw' in God’s plan?), and over-emphasizes a 
narrow view of redemption (man's soul only).

Biblical History (Plan B): A better theory of 'biblical history' portrays things more from God’s point 
of view, emphasizes more his all encompassing planfulness and role, and puts redemption into 
better perspective in God’s overall plan, that is, he is redeeming all of creation.

Theory: like a map to terrain, ‘biblical history’ and ‘salvation history’ are just ‘maps’, or theories, 
of God’s actual plan (Eph 1:9-10), which for now we understand only “in part” (1 Cor 13:9 & 12). 
I think plan B fits reality, explains things, better than the old plan A.
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